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About This Content

30-days access to all DLC content & more!

The Starter Account has been introduced as a more affordable option to discover the game during 30 days and gain
your first ranks!

This level of access will allow you to focus on roleplay and play in any of the 10 personas available in game and rank each of
these up to Lt. Colonel (or the branch/country equivelant), i.e. rank 13.

It will give you the base level of access to the WWII Online world, unlocking for one month ALL the content offered in the
DLC packs and without requiring to purchase these.

You share the same early-war supplies as premium players. When campaigns reach higher tiers (1941, 1942, 1943, 1944 and
1945) you will need more teamwork and better tactics to face more modern weapons. The complete experience of World War II

Online will require you to upgrade to a Premium Account.

What you can play with (rank restrictions may apply):

All content of Free to play:

Rifleman
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Capture strategic points

All content from the recruit DLC pack:

Sub Machine Gunners (SMG): better equipped for close combats with 4 magazines of ammo, a grenade, and a
knife.

M1928 Thompson SMG

M1A1 Thompson SMG

Sten Mk II SMG

M3A1 Grease Gun SMG

Mas38 SMG

Beretta SMG

MP40 SMG

Trucks:

Opel Blitz (German Truck)

Laffly S-20 (French Truck)

Bedford Truck (US & British Truck)

Fairmile B Patrol Ship (Royal Navy, French Navy, Kriegsmarine)

All content from the Light armor DLC pack: infantry-support armored vehicles. These can be multi-crewed by
two players (one driver, one gunner).

German Panzer II C

British Vickers VIb

French R-35

All content from the Medium armor DLC pack: Faster, better armored and with bigger guns to take out most
armored cars, light tanks and medium tanks. These can be multi-crewed by two players (one driver, one gunner).

German Panzer III F

British A-13 Cruiser

French Hotchkiss 39

All content from the Light AT guns DLC pack:

German PaK 36 (37mm) Anti-Tank Gun
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British 2 Pounder (40mm) Anti-Tank Gun

French SA mle 34 (25mm) Anti-Tank Gun

US SA mle 34 (25mm) Anti-Tank Gun)

All content from the Light AA guns DLC pack:

British Hotchkiss 25mm AA Gun

United States CA mle 38 25mm AA Gun

French CA mle 38 25mm AA Gun

German FlaK30 (20mm) AA Gun

All content from the Combat Fighter DLC pack:

German Messerschmitt BF 109-E1

German Messerschmitt BF 110-C

British Hurricane Mk I

British Spitfire Mk Ia

French Hawk 75

French Dewotine 520

All content from the Paratrooper DLC pack:

Transport Aircraft

Airborne Rifleman

Airborne Sub Machine Gunner

Airborne Light Machine Gunner

Airborne Mortarman

Airborne Anti-Tank Rifleman

Most content from the Leadership DLC pack: (no access to HC, Ammo bearer or NCO)

Use infantry binoculars, useful to see longer distances.

Build infantry player fortifications, like foxholes, sand bags and ammunition cache's.

Become a squad leader and create a squad with your friends.

Be able to create missions and act as a mission leader.

Additional equipment from the Premium subscription, not available through DLC Packs:
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Mortarmen

Grenadiers

Heavy Haulers (able to tow heavy ATG and AA)

Two premium "surprise" units (rotating at every campaign start)
Remind that supplies are limited per spawn point (ressuply takes multiple hours). Weapons may therefore not always be
available during a battle.
Similarly to free accounts, starter accounts receive free access to all units during campaign intermissions. Follow the
game and its announcements!

ATTENTION: This sale is renewed monthly by default (subscription model), you can cancel it anytime (see STEAM
conditions) and you can buy one-time DLCs for any of these packs instead (lifetime access).
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Title: World War II Online - STARTER
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Cornered Rat Software
Publisher:
Cornered Rat Software
Release Date: 6 Jun, 2001

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / Windows 8

Processor: Pentium 4 3.2 GHz or Athlon 64 3500+ (2.2 GHz) or better with SSE 2.0 support

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8600 series or ATI Radeon HD 2600 Pro

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: on-board or better

English,French,Italian,German,Simplified Chinese
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I'm a huge fan of Bad Religion
I even bought a brown Fender Precision
Signing to Atlantic was a really bad decision,
Now they're back on Epitaph, hey!

I bought Suffer and then I bought a thesaurus,
Then Graffin sang on "S&M airlines" chorus
Now they hang out and party on their tour bus
'Cause old bands know how to have fun

Great DLC.. Smile For Me drew me in with its art style and great character designs, but I was happily enthralled with the
character's personalities, the interactions, and the gameplay itself.

I love puzzle games but most of the time fetch-style quests end up being ridiculous guesses on how to combine things or maybe using
a toothpick with a duck to get the squeaker out for who knows what. I didn't get that in this game, even when I got stuck I never felt
like it was the game's fault for being abstract. A lot of the puzzles' solutions felt very clever and fun, there was only one instance
where I felt it was absurd but I even changed my mind on that when it came back later in a puzzle that definitely would've clued me
in.

The story was great, while not the deepest in the world (or the longest) the quick hit of it really had me invested quickly. I wanted to
know more the whole time I was playing and even when I finished.

The only things to keep in mind are the yes\/no head movement sensitivity (don't move too fast since sometimes no can become yes,
but it's very rare and might be a tracking issue on the hardware's end) and that the game is a more interactive fetch-combine-quest
style puzzle game. If that's not your type of game then you might not have a good time, but it's worth it for the design and story if
you don't mind it

I absolutely recommend this game to anyone who likes puzzle games and interesting character\/game\/story design. Good sountrack
and the game is great would recommend to anyone who has nothing else to and has the buck to spend, also GL with lvl 50.. This is
a game with lots of potential but it kinda feels abandoned towards the end.
It starts up nice, lots of customization and room for you to play with the upgrades while balancing with the difficulty you wanna
attempt (some of the difficulties dont make sense though, and as other parts of the game it seems they lack testing and a dev design
to actually support it and it shows, painfully towards survival mode)

Thing is, while all is good and fun, towards the end and particularly in survival mode, things start to break down, the game is
unable to process all whats happening and the fps take a fall for the worse in high end pcs for actually graphic intensive games.
The worst part is, all that freedom to customize and build your ship becomes a painfully frustrating race towards maxing dps and
grinding constantly to get a weapon that outclasses in damage to try and kill enemies in the lowes difficulty since you can no longer
keep up and your dps falls behind more and more, which doesnt even make sense.
Its highly likely that this wasnt even tested

Its sad since i really enjoyed the game while starting up the campaign.. No clue what all the negativity is about. I found the game
awesome and very open. There's some mention about needing to hit certain places in a certain order, I didn't have an issue there
and honestly didn't read where I was suppose to be when. If you grabbed an item early, just pull it back out of your storage. Keep
your storage in decent order, you won't have an issue, as you should always be doing in every game. LOVED spec-op'ing the hell
out of places once I got on to the silenced weapons and kitted up.. pretty good game. nothing about this is fun, no good gore, no
good sound effects. not even close to done.. I mean there is some headache and not a teerible game but I have a beef about the
online suggestion it gives you lols... People about the online part that gives you the option tbh I'm just as confused as you lols :D I
mean why... why? like seriously why Does "Angels of Fasaria" even give you the option to go online, here at first I was thinking
Fasaria World was a cliche or code name for a server so I was like you and clicked it tried to sign up and only after 30 mins later
of exhausting all paths to why the Steam Key was not showing it's ugly face in my direction, it then clicked in there was 2 games...
like wtf lols seriously? anyways a simple "If" statement in the code to check if that specific game file was on your computer and if it
existed then yes suggest for heavens sake, but please don't suggest if the game is non existent on our PC's like what's wrong with ya
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lols! Seriously what language is the game programmed in and what is the game file's name for the online and I seriously can write
up a working code that will save all of us some time! If you think the wild goose chase is entertaining I'm sorry to break it, "It's a big
fat NO!!!" but people please listen here the programmer needs to go back to programming school there is no such thing as a Key or
Online mode with just a "Standalone" version of Angels of Fasaria, as that's just an offline mode game, I mean I have in the past
seen games with retro rpg graphics that were also online like runescape and maplestory but anything from RPG Maker as a whole
is gonna mostly and or always be just purely offline! I looked into their 3D online game and was eeks so this the game that's
online... wow... :P anyways now i have the job to write up an honest review from what I seen an saw and experienced :D oh yes my
pleasure! Cracks fingures... so look this game is alright as in Offline basic RPG style game, I can tell you as it stands collect and use
items, questing, be sure to save a minimum of once when creating a new game and before you leave the King about your odd
dreams you had, cuz as all RPG Maker games for most part if you die you get sent back to title screen and literally have to start a
new game, so scrap the auto saving features lols, I would play this casually but not as a full on game, if you want a casual game
you play a few mins here or there then yes this is Otay, but I wouldn't say this is exactly material to hook you in and make you
wanna play till the end! There is better quality games that exist out there that won't waste your time and 2 will auto save and 3 are
alot more fun to play! :D
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When I first found this game I immediately thought of Monkey Island 3.
The drawing style is very similar, so is the music, and also the interaction menu ("look at" "talk to" "take").
Monkey Island 3 is my favourite Monkey Island, and one of the best point-and-click adventure games.
Best one is of course The Longest Journey, but it's not the same category (whacky adventure games). TLJ is lot more serious.

This game obviously didn't have the same budget as Monkey Island, but it's very good despite that.

Highly recommended for anyone who loves old school point-and-click adventure games.
Much better than Broken Age from Tim Schafer !. An eye-opening game!

I've thought of colonizing Mars as something we may do, later on, somehow. I'm sure they'll figure out how to do it.

After playing this game, now I can see that colonizing Mars really is something that we can do. I feel like I can join in on the
discussion on colonizing Mars, or at least listen and understand more of what people are saying; understand what's needed, and
what the concerns are. I feel like I understand the kind of life the colonists will have, on Mars. After playing this game, my
whole view of Mars has changed: it's another place; not all that different from Earth, but without any oxygen, which is kind of a
problem. For the first time, I could imagine myself on the surface of Mars, and felt like I could feel what colonists might really
experience there. I'm really glad I played this game.

From a gameplay perspective: colonizing Mars, is a lot different than playing Sim City. There are different challenges than in
other games in this genre. Decisions are much more critical. If you go short on a resource you need: you could easily die. In
other games, you can often go short on a resource for a while, and be fine. Not here. When I started losing power without
realizing it at first, it lead to a very tense few moments as I struggled to overcome the problem. Then all my colonists died, when
I could not fix the problem fast enough. It's something that could really happen on Mars. You have to search for the future
problem and fix it before it can become an emergancy, deciding what is and what isn't going to become a majour problem is
what really makes this game.

It's an easy game to pick up, too. I played without the tutorial, and felt comfortable, fast. I think almost anyone could play this
game, and it's truely a great experience for everyone to have. I'm glad I played this game, and I think you will be, too. :). It's fun
if You have a couple of friends next to You, ya all drunk as hell and You want to do something stupid for the next hour besides
watching YT videos.. This game is horrible. Dear greedy sons of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665es,
  If you wanted more money for the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing game then charge $49.99 like you did with Revelations 1.
Instead you charge $39.99, purposely limit the saving features then charge $1.99 X 9 unlock them.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you Capcom.. I probably should have read what the dlc contained instead of buying it so blindly,
not worth an extra dollar, the game was okay though
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